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ECG EDF 6066 QWD
Dishwasher
Product code: 100000841060
EAN: 8592131239708









Energy efficiency class: D

6 programs

14 sets of plates

Water consumption: 10 l
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 Freestanding dishwasher

 60 cm width

 14 dish sets

 6 programmes:

- Intensive: for heavily soiled pots and

pans and dishes with dried food remains

- ECO: for normally soiled loads, such as

pots, plates, glasses and lightly dirty
pans

- Light: light washing program is suitable

for delicate dishes, sensitive to high
temperatures

- 60 min: lightly and normally soiled

glasses, plates or bowls, everyday
washing

- Fast: quick programme for lightly soiled

dishes that do not need to be dried

- Rinse: to rinse dishes, which you want to

wash later

 Energy Class D

 Delay start

 Dual zone wash ( half loading)

 LED display

 Adjustable height of upper basket

 Special drawer compartment for
utensils

 ECO programme

 3in1 tablets

 Aquastop

 Noise level: 46 dB

 Water consumption: 10 l

 Dimensions (H x W x D): 84.5 x 60
x 60 cm

 Power input: 1850 W

 Rated voltage/frequency: 220–240
Vac / 50 Hz
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Technical specifications

Rated capacity -
number of sets 14

EEI 49.9

Energy efficiency
class D

Cleaning ability
index 1.13

Drying ability index 1.09

Energy
consumption per
100 cycles (kWh) 84

Weighed water
consumption per
cycle (l) 10

Length of reference
program (hrs.) 3.59

Noise (dB) 46

Noise emission
class C

Turned off (W) 0.49

Standby mode (W) 0.6

Delayed start (W) 1

Standby mode
when connected to
power (W) -

Automatic
detergent
dispensing -

Program for 3in1
tablets Yes

Motor type normal

Wifi connection no

Power cable length
(cm) 150

Control

Number of washing
temperatures 4

Temperatures 45/48/50/60

Recommended
water pressure 0,04-1,00 Mpa

Self-cleaning
function no

Automatic self-
cleaning reminder no

Self-cleaning
stainless steel filter no

Half load half load Yes

Interior surface Stainless

Fingerprint
protection no

Bakets

Baskets color grey

Glasses module in
the upper / lower
basket no

Height adjustable
upper basket Yes

Setting of the
upper loaded
basket Yes

basket handle Yes

basket handle with
logo Yes

Cutlery basket no

Extra cutlery
compartment Yes

Products specifications

Lower spray arm Plastic

Upper spray arm Plastic

Upper spray Yes

Rotating upper
spray Yes

Number of washing
arms 2

Filter Stainless

Water softener Yes

Water softener
control electronic

Rinse control electronic

Supply hose
material rubber

Supply hose length 150

Aquastop system
(exterior base) Yes

Drain hose Yes

Drain hose length 160

Supply and drain
hoses in the
package Yes

Water relief valve
(DualZone) no

Heating element concealed

Water sensor /
overflow Yes

Water source hot/cold

Power 220-240V 50Hz

Steam protection no

Outlet Euro schuko

Quantitative
automation no

Load sensor no

Aquastop hose Yes

Automatic door
opening no

Water tank no

XXL (86 cm)
Version no

Status light
indicator no

Interior lighting no

Steam disinfection no

Ion generator no

Self-cleaning
program no

Start / Pause button Yes

Program selection
button Yes

Half-load button no

Quick rinse button no

Extra hygiene
button no

Extra drying button no

Child lock Yes

Automatic door
opening button no

Optical signal of
program end no

Audible signal of
program end Yes

Design

Material -

Color design of the
dishwasher White

Control panel type Plastic

Control panel color White

Control panel insert White

Buttons color White

Sliding door no

Hinges Yes

Spring control Yes

Adjustable front
spring opening Yes

Adjustable feet Yes

Height adjustable
(in mm) 50

Adjustment of rear
feet from the front Yes

Sheet metal on
sides Yes

Top plate Yes

Rear plate no

Control

Audible alert at the
end of washing Yes

Possibility to turn
off / on the sound
alert of the end of
the program no

Operation indicator Yes

Washing phase
indicator no

Lack of salt
indicator no

Lack of polish
indicator no
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Delayed start (hrs) 1-24

Gentle washing of
glass function no

Time control no

Clock Yes

Programs

Number of
programs 6

Auto program no

Special programs no

600

845

600

47.0

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

640

875

640

50.0

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Powerful and economical at the same time
The ECG EDF 6066 QWD free standing dishwasher belongs among the class of dishwashers with
standard width of 60 cm. This model is ready to wash up to 14 dining sets, which is very convenient for
family celebrations or other large events.  

Its water consumption is not high. It needs 10 litres to wash your dishes. Thanks to energy class D, it is
one of the most economical appliances, which you will definitely appreciate when paying for electricity.

Varied selection of programs
The dishwasher offers 6 programs, which will certainly cover all the needs of perfect washing of
your dishes. For example, the Intensive program gets rid of dried food residues, Light washing
program is suitable for more delicate dishes, sensitive to high temperatures. The Quick program is
used for lightly soiled dishes that do not need to be dried. You can also use Eco, 60 minutes and
Rinse.

Sophisticated drawers
The ECG EDF 6066 QWD dishwasher has very sophisticated drawers. The cutlery drawer is telescopically
adjustable. The back of the bottom drawer has folding pins. In the upper drawer, these folding pins are
even in the entire drawer. There are also two removable ½ holders for glasses, cups or wine glasses
located on the left. Easy Fold Function allows easy adjustment of the height of the filled upper basket.

Set start
Don't want to turn on the dishwasher right now, but need to move the wash up to a more convenient
time? That’s no problem. The Delayed start function will take care of that. With it, you can plan to
turn on the dishwasher up to 24 hours later, even during your absence from the apartment. The
dishwasher is equipped with a special flooding protection system. The Aquastop function ensures
that the water supply to the appliance automatically stops in the event of a malfunction or flooding.

Carefree dishwashing
Operating the dishwasher is very simple. A clear LED display where you can see all you need will
help you with your choice. It is not always possible to accumulate enough dishes to fill the entire
dishwasher. Dual zone wash (half load) is an additional function of the dishwasher, which allows a
full wash for half the amount of dishes.  

Whether you have a completely or only partially filled dishwasher, two washing arms and an overhead rotary shower
will ensure perfectly clean dishes. This model also uses a water softener or a 3-in-1 tablet function. In addition, it has
a child lock, so you can be sure that the dishwasher is safe from your children and vice versa.
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